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Thirty-one fantastical illustrations feature rolling landscapes that radiate energy and vitality. Scenes

include a sailboat in tropical waters, forests and meadows of fanciful trees and flowers, sunrises

over mountains and deserts, and many other imaginativeÂ locales. Pages are perforated and

printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists,

Magical Landscapes and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of

inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce

stress.
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I own a number of coloring books by Miryam Adatto and each one has been a source of great fun to

color. â€œMagical Landscapesâ€• is the newest in her great line-up of books. In this book, Ms.

Adatto takes us on a scenic tour of her fantasy land by way of wild and bold landscapes. There are

touring scenes, streams, deserts, trees, huge suns with streams of light pouring from them, and

flowers abound everywhere.For me, coloring in one of Ms. Adatto's coloring books is an adventure

in imagination. I spend time studying the lines and swirls, looking for what the design says to me.

Some of the elements are fairly clear cut but others are left to my imagination. I find that unique,

very fun and challenging.For my first four projects, I've started with a variety of alcohol-based

markers. I've recently started adding layers of coloring pencils on top of my designs (which I did with



the tree project in this book.) I had such fun trying to decide what colors to use. For instance, seeing

the sun and rain in one design made me think of rainbows so that is how I colored it â€“ with lots of

rainbow colors streaming down from the sun.I will provide detail about the physical attributes of the

coloring book below but here is a quick overview of what I found:31 Imaginative â€œMagicalâ€•

landscape designsDesigns are printed on one side of perforated paperGlue BindingDesigns stop

before the bindingBook is easy to lay flatAlcohol and water based markers bleed through the

paperGel pens and India ink pens either bleed through or leave shadows of color on the back of the

pageColoring Pencils work very well with this paperThe book is well made.

This is the third coloring book I have purchased by Miryam Adatto , and this one is my favorite one

so far, this book has less redundancy with the same artistic, flowing , dreamlike landscapes.Every

image accept one is in a dreamlike, fantasy, flowing landscape form filled with natural elements

brought together in the most creative and imaginative illustrations to date by this artist. You will find

some of the landscapes flow into each other such as water, floral , clouds, and sun beams, some of

the illustrations are more abstract than others. You will find illustrations with themes like: Forests,

Mushrooms, Flowers, a Bridge, Swirling water s, a Desert Mountains, and many more.I find this type

of coloring book inspires me, it forces me to use my imagination and they are just plain fun to color, I

love trying different color combinations, and textures with these fantasy landscapes.The cover

picture is included in this book, and if you love the cover picture you will love this book, I like many

of the images better than the cover. This book also includes two full paged colored illustrations to

kick start your imagination, I am uploading these along with the 3 pictures I have colored so far to

help you decide if this book is just right for you.I do hope you will upload and share your own

colored pictures, to give me others more ideas for coloring these imaginative pages.1. This book

boasts 31 full page, bordered and unbordered illustrations printed on medium weight, bright white

paper.2. Each page is perforated for ease in removing a single page from this book.3.
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